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presented by Brenda Adams
Visiting a great garden brings joy, pleasure, and sometimes a bit of
wonder to each of us. But how exactly did the gardener create such a
thing of beauty? It’s actually not as difficult as it might seem at first.
We can all create beautiful gardens if we slow down just a bit, learn,
plan, and experiment. Brenda Adams, who has created over 200 gardens in Alaska, some of them winners of international design
awards, will lead you through the steps to success. You’ll learn the
critical first steps of understanding your goals, studying your land,
and evaluating your soil as well as the importance of plant selection
for beauty and ease of maintenance. She’ll carry you through the
process of putting the elements of a garden together for maximum
impact and pleasure. When you follow her simple recipe you’ll find
that folks will experience a sense of wonder when visiting your garden, too.
Brenda Adams is the author of the acclaimed books, Cool Plants for
Cold Climates: A Garden Designer’s Perspective (University of
Alaska Press, 2017) and There’s a Moose in My Garden: Designing
Gardens in Alaska and the Far North (University of Alaska Press,
2013). She teaches “Northern Garden Design and Creation” at the
University of Alaska as well as the landscape design section of the
Alaska Master Gardeners’ course. Brenda was also presenter at the
2016 Northwest Flower & Garden Show in Seattle, WA.
(continued)

Brenda is creator and owner of the garden
design firm Gardens By Design. She has designed over 200 unique and personalized
gardens for both residential and commercial
clients in Alaska. Brenda’s designs have received three awards in the Perennial Plant
Association’s annual international competition. She, her book, and her designs have
been featured in The American Gardener,
Alaska Home magazine and the Anchorage
Daily News.

Date: Tuesday, October 10

Time:

7:00 p.m.

Location: Peninsula Grace Brethren
Church (multi-purpose building)

Brenda’s books are available at River City
Books in Soldotna. She will be happy to personalize and sign your pre-purchased copies
after the presentation.

We Have a New Logo for CPGC!
It’s been some time since we’ve updated our logo, and the CPGC Board has been working to choose
a new one, and we’re now ready to share it with members! T-shirts and baseball caps with
the new logo will be on sale at the October meeting. T-shirts will be $20 for short-sleeved,
$25 for long-sleeved, and baseball caps will be $20 each. Don’t miss it!

Review of September's program - Fall Transitions: Shifting Gears

One hundred and eight people attended our first meeting of the new garden club year at our new
location at Peninsula Grace Brethren Church in Soldotna! It was good to see old friends and new
faces and to learn about and discuss topics that interested us at a total of 13 tables. Participants
could choose from these topics:
Season Review - John Trent and Cathy Haas
Soil Health - Dave Ianson
Fall Yard Care - Liz Dowler
Root Cellars - Lee Bowman

Landscape Planning - Nancy Casey
Seed & Bulb Selection/Catalogs - Sharon Gherman
High Tunnels: Fall Prep for Spring - Velma Bittick
High Tunnels: NRCS Grant Application - Dave Ianson
Winter Building Projects - Will Hightower
Winter Care for Chickens - Sarah Donchi
Ugh, Slugs! - Renae Wall
Composting - Fritz Miller
Garden Marketing Options - Lou Heide and Steve Dahl
Thanks to those who hosted tables!
The CPGC Board was happy to hear the positive feedback about our new meeting location, and
wants you to know they are working on improving the sound quality.
Thanks to all those who brought goodies to share!

CPGC Mini Grant to Soldotna Montessori School Produces!
Last spring, students from the Soldotna Montessori Charter School
planted potatoes, turnips and kale in the school garden thanks in
part to a CPGC mini-grant. Each class planted potatoes in separate
raised beds.
On September 14, each class dug their potatoes and the older students cleaned and prepared them for their garden sale.
On September 15, the older students completely sold out the potatoes and turnips, along with lots of kale. They earned over $1,000
which will be used for next year’s fertilizer and plants and for maintaining the garden.

Your Ad Could Be Here!
Call Sharon Gherman, Newsletter Editor
750-1760

Will’s Ramblings
By Will Hightower
To be a strawberry or not, I have a question.

were so stressed that I felt none would make it.
Trick on me, most of the plants made it and are
now big and healthy with little fruit and lots of
runners.

In trimming off the runners, I found that some
already had small plants
with roots on them. I did
not want to leave the runner attached to the parent
plant, so I trimmed out the
baby plants. In the past
I’ve tried saving these baThen there was the big summer event: Monti and by plants as new plants for
next year. About half of
I went outside for the first time in years. We
went to the John C. Campbell Folk Art School at the baby plants die right
Brasstown, NC. If you are looking for an enrich- away. Just a few make it to the next season.
ing get-away, I would say this is the place to go.
Does anyone have tricks for establishing new
If you see Monti or I, we can fill your ear full
strawberry plants from runners, besides leaving
about the school. You can find the school on
them attached to the parent plant and letting them
line, just search “John C. Campbell Folk
go wherever?
School”.
Also, I would like to hear success stories on winToday is the first day I was able to give a few
tering over hybrid strawberries. Thanks.
minutes to the gardens. The first thing I did was
trim strawberry runners. Yes, I who have
A word of warning, if you fly into Atlanta, GA,
preached “don’t let strawberries run as it cuts
don’t miss your turn when leaving the airport.
way down on berry production,” let my plants
We spent two and a half hours on Interstate 285
run.
getting back to our turn.
As happens to many of us: after the garden was
planted this spring many things got in the way.
Work with the School District ran into the summer. Installing the drip irrigation in both tunnels
took many times longer than anticipated. Actually the installing went well, it is the adjusting that
takes days.

Last year I had the strawberries in raised beds,
Monti and I are going back to John C Campbell
covered with black plastic. The plastic had holes in February to learn to make leather shoes. That
burnt into it and the strawberry plants planted in- should be a hoot.
to the holes. Monti had almost more berries than
even she wanted.
This year, I wanted to make the beds even easier
to work with, so I designed an “A frame” and
planted in rain gutters. The result was that most
of the plants died. Still working on a solid answer there. The A frame does grow nice lettuce
that is easy to harvest.
The surviving strawberry plants were moved to
raised beds. I did not take the time to cover the
beds in black plastic. Besides, most of the plants

Book Review:

With 7,000 varieties, how
to select the right apple for
the recipe

ple better understand and appreciate this common, wonderful fruit.

There are two things to consider when cooking
with apples: How firm is the fruit and how tart?
For dishes that will bake a while -- more than 35
or 40 minutes -- you want a firm apple because it
won't dissolve into sauce before it comes out of
By Jennifer Russell. Reprinted from https:// the oven. Meanwhile, quick-cooking dishes like
pancakes or muffins are a great place to use tenwww.splendidtable.org/story/with-7000varieties-how-to-select-the-right-apple-for- der apples because you want the soft texture
they'll achieve in just a short time.

the-recipe

In my world, October is apple season. I can't get
enough of them. But I haven't always been a fan
of the apple. As a kid,
the only variety we ever had in the house
were those red, mushy
ones. You know, the
ones with the name
that implied they were
delicious, but they really weren't. I learned
to avoid them at all
costs.

Then there's the question of acidity versus sweetness. An acidic apple is nice in rich desserts like
pies and pastries because it can stand up to all the
butter. Tart apples can also be good in savory
dishes where you want fruit flavors, but not a lot
of sweetness. Meanwhile, sweeter apples can
work well in more delicate cakes or can really
stand out against salty cheese in a salad.
Then sometimes you'll want to combine sweet
and tart apples. Take apple pie: Granny Smith is a
classic, firm-tart apple, so are Northern Spy and
SunCrisp. You can cut these fruits into wedges
and they'll stay firm, and their acidity balances
the richness of the crust. But then you also want a
firm-sweet apple to round out the flavors: That
could be Jonagold, Pink Lady, Gravenstein or
Honeycrisp.

Now I've grown up
and fortunately, I've discovered there's an entire
world of apples out there -- approximately 7,000
named varieties. With so many options, how does
There are so many great options. Since each apone select the best variety for baking and cooking? Amy Traverso, author of The Apple Lover's ple has a unique flavor, your pie can only benefit
by including as many firm varieties as possible.
Cookbook, explains.
Jennifer Russell: You literally wrote the book on
apples. There is so much information in it -- it's
the perfect apple primer. What general advice can
you offer to those of us who may not be terribly
experienced at baking and cooking with apples?
Amy Traverso: Every supermarket has at least
five varieties. They all taste different, respond
differently to heat and they don't come with labels. That's why I wrote the book -- to help peo-

JR: There are so many apple varieties out there,
people must get confused and overwhelmed -- I
know I do. You cover 59 varieties in pretty great
depth. I love "Apple Varieties: The Cheat Sheet"
that organizes the varieties into categories. How
do you break them down?
AT: My list of 59 varieties is just a fraction of the
estimated 7,000 named apple varieties in cultivation all over the world. I tried to get a nice mix of

old and new varieties, as well as some geographic On the other hand, Gravenstein apples grown on
diversity -- regional apples from the South, the
the West Coast tend to develop richer honey flaWest, the Northeast and the Midwest.
vors than Northeast Gravensteins because the climate is so much warmer there. Some northern apThe cheat sheet organizes all the varieties into
ple growers argue that the light frosts of early fall
four categories: firm-tart, firm-sweet, tender-tart
make their apples sweeter and crisper. I think it's
and tender-sweet. I organized them this way bea testament to the apple's adaptability that everycause I noticed that many apple recipes will either
one thinks his or her region is the best.
call for a specific variety, as in "4 gala apples,
peeled." Or they might just call for "4 apples."
JR: To peel or not to peel?
That's not always helpful.
AT: In general, I peel apples for pastries, pies,
I wanted to give readers the maximum number of crisps and cakes -- any preparation where I want
variety options for any recipe while still offering uniform texture. But I always make applesauce
with the skin -- it adds color and flavor -- and
then run the fruit through a food mill. Many of
the savory dishes in the book are skin-on since
those foods tend to have more varied textures already.
JR: When I think about baking and cooking with
apples, the usual suspects in the spice cabinet
come to mind: cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. Are
there any unusual or unexpected spice or flavor
combinations you would encourage people to
guidelines. When you're looking at a recipe in the
play with?
book, it'll call for "4 large firm-tart apples." You
can then look at the cheat sheet and choose a vari- AT: I added star anise to my apple butter and
ety that's available to you at the supermarket or
loved it. I love the trio of apples, pears and lemfarmstand.
on. Corn and cornmeal play really well with apples, tarragon can be delicious, and just last week
JR: Given the geographic diversity, we obviously
I had a green apple-wasabi sorbet at Zebra's Bisdon't all have access to the same varieties of aptro in Medfield, Mass., that was wonderful.
ples. But what about the same variety grown in
different places? Is apple terroir a thing?
In the book I have a green apple and sauvignon
blanc sorbet that's terrific. Green apples have that
AT: Terroir is a slippery concept, but it has cervegetal quality that can play really well with peptainly been my experience that the same variety
pers, chile and cucumbers.
can taste very different when grown in one orchard versus another. Even within the same orLooking across varieties, apples flavors run the
chard, one tree might get a bit more sun or might gamut from lemon to spice to berry to wine to
be higher up on a hill. Those growing conditions nutty, so there are far more options than most
will influence a fruit's sweetness or its aromatics. people realize.
Even within the same tree, genetic mutations can
JR: Your chapter “Dumplings, Bakes, Cakes and
create variation. That's why it's so hard to say,
Puddings” is driving me into the Kitchen this
"Yes, this is clearly terroir."

weekend. I’ve set my mind on the Kentucky Apple Stack Cake, which is beautiful. It’s a sort of heirloom dessert, isn’t it?

AT: Yes, in Appalachia there's a tradition where different members of the community would each
make one thin layer of a cake in a skillet. Then someone would sandwich them all together with apple butter or dried apple filling to produce a wedding cake.
The cake layers are dry at first -- more like a cross between a cookie and a cake. But they soften
overnight thanks to the apple butter. The result is incredible. The hardest thing about that recipe is
having the patience to wait a full day to eat it.

Did You Know that the USDA Plant Hardiness Zones Have Changed?
By Sharon Gherman, CPGC Newsletter Editor
Climate change is all over the news these days, and it’s not hard to tell from our own weather that
there’s a warming trend going on. USDA believed the warming is significant enough to warrant an
edit to the USDA Plant Hardiness Map, which was released in 2012. Do you know if you’re working
off an old or new version of the Plant Hardiness Map? Many of my long-time reference books were
published before the new map was released, so it’s worth a check. Here’s the new Alaska map:

Here’s how the map works: Hardiness zones are based on the average annual extreme minimum temperature during a 30-year period in the past, not the lowest temperature that has ever occurred in the
past or might occur in the future. The new edition has 13 climate zones and every difference of 10
degrees Fahrenheit is considered a new zone. Within each zone, a 5-degree difference will determine
whether you are, for instance, 4a or 4b (4b is 5 degrees warmer than 4a).
USDA has an interactive map online that allows you to zoom in to pinpoint your exact location:
http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/InteractiveMap.aspx.

Power of composting – How orange But this story also includes a contentious
peels revived a Costa Rican forest lawsuit.
Turns out that a competing juice company
sued to prevent their competitor from conEditor’s Note: This article illustrates the power of
returning compostible wastes back into the earth. tinuing the cost saving practice. The rival
If you’re a gardener and not composting, you’re accused them of harming a national forest
missing out on a huge resource! - Sharon Gher- and forced them to stop after only a year.
from the Internet at www.gardening.com

man, CPGC Newsletter Editor

THE POWER OF IMPROVING THE
SOIL WITH AGRICULTURAL ORGANIC WASTE
The study of the area 16 years later showcases the unique power of agricultural
waste to not only regenerate a forest but also to sequester a significant amount of carbon at no cost.
“This is one of the only instances I’ve ever
heard of where you can have cost-negative
carbon sequestration,” said Timothy Treuer,
co-lead author of the study and a graduate
student in Princeton’s Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. “It’s not just
a win-win between the company and the local park — it’s a win for everyone.”

In the mid-1990s, 1,000 truckloads of orange peels and orange pulp were purposefully and legally unloaded onto a barren
pasture in a Costa Rican national park. To- The original idea was sparked by husbandday, that area is covered in lush, vine-laden wife team Daniel Janzen and Winnie Hallforest.
wachs, both ecologists at the University of
Pennsylvania, who worked as researchers
A team led by Princeton University researchers surveyed the land 16 years after and technical advisers for many years at
Área de Conservación Guanacaste (ACG,
the orange peels were deposited. They
Guanacaste Conservation Area) in Costa
found a 176 percent increase in above
ground biomass — or the wood in the trees Rica. Janzen and Hallwachs have focused
— within the 7 acre area studied. Their re- the latter half of their careers on ensuring a
sults are published in the journal Restora- future for endangered tropical forest ecosystems.
tion Ecology.

In 1997, Janzen and Hallwachs presented
an attractive deal to Del Oro, an orange

juice manufacturer that had just begun production along the northern border of Área
de Conservación Guanacaste. If Del Oro
would donate part of their forested land to
the Área de Conservación Guanacaste, the
company could deposit its orange peel
waste for biodegradation, at no cost, on degraded land within the park.

So, while on another research trip to Costa
Rica, Treuer decided to stop by the site to
see what had changed over the past decade.
“It was so completely overgrown with trees
and vines that I couldn’t even see the 7-foot
-long sign with bright yellow lettering
marking the site that was only a few feet
from the road,” Treuer said. “I knew we
needed to come up with some really robust
metrics to quantify exactly what was happening and to back up this eye-test, which
was showing up at this place and realizing
visually how stunning the difference was
between fertilized and unfertilized areas.”

But a year after the contract was signed —
during which time 12,000 metric tons of orange peels were unloaded onto the degraded land — TicoFruit, a rival company,
sued, arguing the company had “defiled a
national park.” The rival company won the
case in front of Costa Rica’s Supreme
Treuer studied the area with Jonathan Choi,
Court, and the orange-peel-covered land
who, at the time, was a senior studying
was largely overlooked for the next 15
ecology and evolutionary biology at Princeyears.
ton. Choi turned the project into his senior
thesis.
“The site was more impressive in person
than I could’ve imagined,” Choi said.
“While I would walk over exposed rock
and dead grass in the nearby fields, I’d
have to climb through undergrowth and cut
paths through walls of vines in the orange
peel site itself.”

YEARS LATER, THE RESEARCHERS
The research team evaluated two sets of
RETURNED TO SEE WHAT HAPPENED
soil samples to determine whether the orIn the summer of 2013, Treuer was discuss- ange peels enriched the soil’s nutrients. The
ing potential research avenues with Janzen first set of samples was collected and anawhen they discussed the site in Costa Rica. lyzed in 2000 by co-author Laura Shanks of
Beloit College, and the second set was colJanzen said that, while taxonomists
lected in 2014 by Choi. Shanks’ data were
(biologists who classify organisms) had
never published, so her analysis was comvisited the area, no one had really done a
bined with Choi’s for the purposes of this
thorough evaluation.
study. The samples were analyzed using
different but comparable methods.

To quantify changes in vegetation structure, the researchers established several
transects within the orange waste treatment
area. These transects were 100-meter-long
parallel lines throughout the forest, where
all trees within 3 meters were measured
and tagged. This was done to see how
much growth was brought on by the orange peels.

They found dramatic differences between
the areas covered in orange peels and those
that were not. The area fertilized by orange
waste had richer soil, more tree biomass,
greater tree-species richness and greater
forest canopy closure.

“Plenty of environmental problems are
produced by companies, which, to be fair,
are simply producing the things people
For a comparison, the researchers conneed or want,” said study co-author David
structed a similar set of routes on the pas- Wilcove, a professor of ecology and evoluture on the other side of the road, which
tionary biology and public affairs and the
hadn’t been covered in orange peels. They Princeton Environmental Institute. “But an
measured tree diameter and identified all awful lot of those problems can be allevispecies within both areas.
ated if the private sector and the environmental community work together. I’m conBIGGER TREES, RICHER SOIL, BETfident we’ll find many more opportunities
TER FOREST CANOPY
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Growing and Overwintering Fuchsia, Geranium,
Dahlia and Tuberous Begonia
Fuchsia, geranium, dahlia and tuberous begonia are perennials that will not overwinter outside in
Alaska. These plants are native to much warmer climates. Special care and an indoor overwintering
site are required to keep these plants from year to year in Alaska. The extra work does have its rewards; each of these plants have large showy flowers.
General growing requirements Maintaining a vigorous, healthy plant during the growing season is
one of the first requirements necessary to ensure that the plant can survive the long period of rest or
dormancy. A perennial plant must be able to produce sufficient growth and food reserves if it is to
maintain itself and put forth new growth again the following spring. During the growing season, fertilize weekly with a weak complete soluble fertilizer high in phosphorous such as 15-30-15.
These flowering plants may continue to produce an abundance of flowers until frost stops all further growth and activity. In preparation for the approaching sea son’s end, you should cease fertilizer ap plications at least two weeks before you anticipate bringing them indoors. Watering should be
reduced to a great extent, but not to the point where the root system will die. Fuchsia (Fuchsia
spp.)
There are more than one hundred species of fuchsia, mainly of perennial trees and shrubs. These
plants are all members of the plant family Onagraceae, the evening primrose family.
The fuchsia is very adaptable to much of Alaska’s outdoor growing conditions. It prefers a daytime
temperature of 60° to 70°F and a nighttime temperature of 50° to 65°F. The cool night temperatures
are especially important during the early growth of the plant, when new growth is pinched and flower
buds are developing. It also does very well in filtered sunlight or semi-sunny conditions often associated with locations along buildings where hanging baskets are placed for aesthetic appeal.
A continuous blooming hanging basket of fuchsia provides a great amount of beauty to its surroundings.
To simplify information, trade names of products have been used. No endorsement of named products by the University of Alaska Fairbanks Cooperative Extension Service is intended, nor is criticism implied of similar products that are not mentioned.
The proud owner will often want to have this growth and beauty available from the same plant the
following season.

Geranium (Pelargonium sp.)

forms used in gardens today originated from
Garden geranium are not really a geranium but a Mexico, Guatemala and Central America. The
Pelargonium. They originated from South Africa. Spanish travelers brought a handful of tubers
Geraniums are a favorite plant for gardeners all
back to Madrid in the late 18th century. The Sweover the world. Most plants are propagated from dish botanist Andreas Dahl, named them. In 1826,
stem cuttings, which easily root in water or moist English plantsmen had hybridized nearly 60
sand. The seeds are difficult to germinate because kinds. Today there are over 1,700 recognized vaof a hard seed coat. Scarification or nicking the
rieties.
seed coat greatly speeds germination.
Dahlia are among plants that have evolved underOverwintering fuchsia and geranium The con- ground tuberous roots to store food and survive
tained plant can be overwintered in any dark, cool through adverse conditions. The first year a dahlia
place that is 40°F and frost-free. The soil must not plant is grown from a seed, it will develop a
be allowed to dry out.
branched tuberous root system that can be easily
overwintered in cool storage. The tuberous root
Bring the plant indoors before the first frost is excan be replanted whole or split, making several
pected. Pruning the plant back prior to overwinplants. Each one of the tuberous roots attached to
tering will reestablish a centrally located scaffold
part of the stem will produce buds, from which
for new growth. This will result in the formation
new plants can grow. The buds will be formed at
of a full, compact plant when growth resumes.
stem end or where the old stem was.
Remove all the green and red stems, leaving the
tan hardwood. Remove all the leaves. Water to
Dahlia thrive best in well-drained soil. They
keep the plant slightly moist but not wet during
like plenty of water after beginning to bloom
the winter.
but, like roses and peonies, seem to resent
“wet feet.”
Early next spring, perhaps as early as mid- to late
February, new growth should start appearing.
Tuberous begonia (Begonia tuberhybrida)
When this happens, increase moisture and return
it to the growing conditions the plant prefers
(increased light and warmer temperatures). When
new growth starts, it will often produce single
Begonia originated in the rain
stem branches. If left to continue, this would reforest in South America. The name "begonia"
sult in a sparse, leggy plant. Pinching the growing
comes from Michel Begon (1638–1710) an
tips early will promote branching, and the result
amateur French botanist who first collected
will be a plant that fills and covers the container.
them. These flowers are grown from tuberous
There are various ways to overwinter geranium.
roots. New growth buds appear on the base of
One method is to pull plants from the garden and
the old stem, at the point where it joins the turemove as much soil as possible. Hang the plants
berous root. Begonia like cool, moist, lightly
in a cool location upside down in a plastic bag
shaded places where the soil is rich and well
with holes and wet peat moss. They can also be
supplied with humus.
left in the pot and treated like fuchsia.
Flower heads have one large double male flower in the center, with two single female flowers
Dahlia (Compositae)
at the sides. Flowering is stimulated by long day
Dahlia are an important group of tuberous-rooted
lengths, common during the summer in Alaska.
plants of the sunflower family Compositae. The

Overwintering dahlia and begonia
Tubers must be dug up and stored before a hard
frost. After the weather has begun to turn cool
and lightly frosted, lift the tubers. Dig the roots
with care, being sure not to cut the roots. A
spading fork is the best tool because it is less
likely to damage roots. Clean the tubers of soil
and let them dry in a dark, well-ventilated
place. Do not remove the stems and foliage
from the tubers; allow them to dry and fall off.
After a week or two, the leaves and stems have
withered enough to be removed.
The next step is to put the roots in a container
with packing material. This insulates the plant
against fluctuating temperatures, retains moisture
and reduces of disease transmission. Store the tubers in dry, clean peat moss, sawdust or vermiculite and place in a root cellar or similar cool, dark,
dry place (40°–45°F) until next spring. A minimum-maximum thermometer can help you locate
a good spot. The box should be covered to prevent drying and to keep voles from getting in and
eating the bulbs.

around the second week of May. The first day put
the plants out one to two hours and increase by an
hour each day until they are ready to be transplanted outside. After the last frost, move the containers outside or plant in the garden.
Tuber propagation
Cut tubers into segments after the eyes begin to
develop in early spring. Each section or tuber
should have a developing bud. Use a sharp
knife to make a clean cut. If you are concerned
about disease, dust the bulb with a registered
fungicide.
Stem cuttings
Wait until the plant has strong growth in the
spring. Cut a stem several inches long and insert a
moist rooting medium, such as sand, peat moss,
sterilized soil, perlite or vermiculite. The new
plant will be identical to the parent.

Growing from seed
The seed should be started in early February.
Growing from seed provides many plants at a
minimum of expense. Plant seeds in flats filled
Planting tubers
with moist seedling media and place in a warm
By late March some of the tubers will be sprout- place. After germination, place under growing
ing. If not, place them in a warm room and keep lights. Seeds may take up to two weeks to germinate. These perennials can become part of your
them moist and let the sprouts appear. Plant the
tubers when buds or eyes appear on the tubers in life for many years with a little extra effort.
the early spring. Begin the roots indoors seven to Knowing that you can overwinter them and bring
eight weeks before the last frost, about April 1 for them back next year allows you to look forward
to the same beauty again and again.
most Alaska locations.
Plant tubers in a loose mixture, deep enough to
cover the sprouting tip. After shoots begin to
www.uaf.edu/ces or 1-877-520-5211
stretch above the soil prominently, add an additional two inches of soil to cover the tubers. Give Julie Riley, Extension Faculty, Agriculture and
as much light as possible and cool growing condi- Horticulture. Originally prepared by Wayne Vandre, former Extension Horticulture Specialist.
tions (55°–65°F) to avoid spindliness.
Hardening off all plants
Plants grown indoors need to be hardened off
slowly to adjust them to cooler temperatures, ultraviolet light, and wind. Do this by placing the
growing plants outside during the day starting
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Workshop Weekends Volunteer Opportunity
CPGS is offering an opportunity to participate in the planning and executing of our popular Workshop Weekends event in May 2018. We’d like to sign up two or three people for a two-year commitment to the committee (or more if you like it). I have done it for years and find it really fun and rewarding! It is a wonderful opportunity to work with the Garden Club members, community gardeners
and gardeners in the state.
One person’s activities will include locating and calling potential speakers
willing to do a workshop. This is not a hard job since there are many willing gardeners with experience to share. I already have a substantial list going for next year! This person also works out the details of the presentations, time, location etc. I have the forms all developed that will aide in
that job task.
Another duty is to develop the registration forms, and this can be done by
a different person. All information is placed on the MemberSolution computerized format we purchased for use. This will require some computer
skills but excellent training is provided by the company and Donna Endresen, who has been doing this task for two years. This person will also
manage the registration site when it is open for sign-ups in April through May.
Timeline: We start making phone calls in February and the commitment ends shortly after the end of
May as we wrap up the paperwork and write a brief report with results. If you have questions, please
do not hesitate to contact either Donna Endresen or me. Don’t miss this opportunity to participate in a
fun project for the Garden Club and its members.
Liz Dowler - dr.liz.dowler@gmail.com, 907-262-6501
Donna Endresen - natmed3@ymail.com , 907-420-0480

CPGC membership and general
information available at www.cenpengarden club.org,
on facebook, or by contacting
Renae Wall, cenpengardenclub@gmail.com

C ENTRAL P ENINSULA G ARDEN C LUB
MEMBERSHIP FORM

www.cenpengardenclub.org
Date ________ NEW

RENEW

MEMBERSHIP: Sept. 1 – Aug. 31

Cash CC Check #______
INDIVIDUAL ($20)

COUPLE/FAMILY ($30)

CHECKS Payable to CPGC Mail to: PO Box 767, Kenai, AK 99611
NAME(S) ____________________________________________________________
PHONE(S)___________________________________________________________

Mailing Address______________________________________________________

EMAIL**_______________________________________________________
**PRINT EMAIL in CAPS, CLEARLY and BIG (no snail mail please)

Member participation is important to make sure your favorite events and benefits
happen every year! Please check at least one committee you would like to
work on. We will contact you when the time comes!
______ May Workshops (Planning ______ and/or Hosting ______)
______ Summer Garden Tours (Planning ______ and/or Hosting ______)
______ Monthly Programs (Planning)
______ SeaAg (Alaska Granular Fish) fundraiser (delivery day help)
______ Mini-Grants (Review applications, project follow-up)
______ Publicity (Create/post flyers, newspaper, Facebook, website)
______ Special Events (Spring Event planning, Home Show shift, decorate, set
up/take down)
______ Newsletter (Write a short article about your gardening or helpful tips.
Stories/pics about all levels of gardening welcome. Ad sales helpful.)
______ Facility summer flower bed maintenance
______ Hospitality (Meeting/event reception desk, set up & clean up)
______ Video & Photograph (At programs, workshops, other events)
______ Computer & Tech (Monthly program audio/visual system, as needed)
______ Nominations (Review Board Member applications)
______ Board Member (3-yr terms, gardening experience NOT required)
Program Topics/Suggestions: _____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

